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Our Place 
Annual Report August 2015- July 2016 

 
Introduction to Year 2 

 
Healthy n Happy have had a very busy year following up on the first year of our contract.  
While we were sure the hard work would take place in the first year, we soon realised that 
year 2 was where the really hard work would begin! 
 
The team began by following up with residents who had contributed to the vision and sought 
opinions on how they would like to progress.  We identified what the biggest priorities were 
for both communities and began the planning process.  From the visioning workshops it was 
clear that both communities had different priorities although both communities would benefit 
from the forward planning. 
 
It was also very clear that many people wanted to become involved, some very heavily and 
other less so.  Some residents were interested in particular projects, eg residents with an 
interest in early years projects traditionally had young children and therefore limited time to 
spare.  Others were very much about improving a number of projects which, in the long term, 
will benefit everyone and be a legacy for the area. 
 

Summary of Service Delivery 
 
We feel year 2 has been another success in terms of service delivery.   We have 
continuously engaged with the community and our partners to ensure everyone is kept up to 
date with project developments and we have developed an e bulletin which is distributed bi- 
monthly. 
 
Our website is continuously updated and links to information below are available at present:- 

 Baseline report 

 Year 1 annual report 

 Working group notes and minutes 

 Community Chest information and awards 
 
We are in the process of revisiting all Community Chest beneficiaries and creating a 
“website wall of thanks” which will show the community the diversity of benefits to the 
communities of Whitlawburn & Springhall. 
 
We now have 262 residents connected to our facebook page, each post averaging 
approximately 60 views and a mammoth 423 views for one particular post (playpark 
development meeting) 
 

www.ourplacewhitlawburnandspringhall.com 
 

search  for Our Place Whitlawburn and Springhall 
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Communities have more influence on decisions taken locally 

 
Community Connectors 

 
“Our Place has been great for the community of Springhall, I’ve enjoyed getting 
involved and I feel that I’m helping to make a difference in my community”  
– Local Resident 
 
In our last year of work, through direct and indirect (promotion) approx. 4,000 people know 
more about opportunities available within Whitlawburn and Springhall how they can 
participate in their community.  In terms of local influence, an important aspect to getting 
people involved is building up people’s confidence that they have the skills, resources and 
‘gifts’ to contribute and make a difference.   
 
At the end of our second year of work 70 people (8% on last year) have increased their 
confidence to get involved and influence local decision making. 
 
We have seen a significant increase in community connectors this year.  At the end of our 
second year we have: 
 
28 people are engaged in a leadership role in their neighbourhood/area which has 
increased from 19 in year one (47% increase) 
 

Community Connector: Springhall 
 

CC is a local resident who has been involved with Our Place since the beginning of our 
contract and we have seen her dip in and out of events/activities/groups etc.  She is 
meticulous in planning, has excellent communication skills and is passionate about her 
community.  Her ability to contribute is sporadic due to personal challenges however when 
she is able to, she has much to offer. She is active at meetings in a constructive way, never 
afraid to offer her opinion and suggest proactive solutions that the community would benefit 
from.  She makes practical contributions such as engaging with the community to gather 
opinions, promote Our Place and its activities and is motivated by wanting to make her 
community a better place.   
  
 
63 people who volunteer and contribute their time to local activities and groups, 

which has increased from 32 in year one (97% increase) 

 

Community Connector: Whitlawburn 
BB has been a Whitlawburn resident for a short time and was linked with the team around 
four months ago.  They were keen to know more about what was happening in their new 
community, how they could meet new people and how they could access services available 
to them.  BB was referred to Healthy n Happy who met with her and provided a detailed 
overview of how we work in the area, what our aims & objectives are and how they can 
become involved.  We now have a committed connector and volunteer within the community 
who is constantly learning new skills, becoming less isolated, meeting new people and 
looking forward to the future. 
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Some people are more heavily involved than others but all continue to work tirelessly to 
inform the community of the work we are undertaking in Whitlawburn and Springhall, raising 
awareness of the funding opportunities available to groups, both existing and new.  They are 
instrumental in the success of all working groups and they are building the foundations for a 
brighter future for Whitlawburn & Springhall - committed to making Whitlawburn and 
Springhall a better place to live, work and play. 
 
 

“I struggle to get to meetings but like to be kept up to date with all that is going on in 
the area.  By one of the team simply knocking on my door and having a chat about 
what happened at last night’s meeting has enabled me to feel more connected to the 
community.  I don’t get out much but happy to help in any way I can, even if it is just 
liking and sharing on facebook” 
 

 
Focusing on community involvement this year, we have produced a radio show where you 
will hear our connectors, partners and beneficiaries telling their stories in their words and we 
hope you find this both entertaining and informative.  All the people you hear in the recording 
are involved in Our Place in their own way and will tell you in their own words. 
 
Please click on the link below to hear the show (or copy and paste into your browser) and we 
hope you enjoy listening! 
 

http://www.ourplacewhitlawburnandspringhall.com/our-place-radio-show 
 
All Connectors continue to be supported on a very regular basis, again with our consistent 
grassroots engagement.  
 
 

Locals being involved in public service delivery and planning 

 
In terms of communities having influence on decisions taken locally and being involved in 
local delivery and planning, things have progressed significantly in Year 2.  At present we 
support 6 Our Place projects.  These all in varying stages of development and are led by a 
total of 28 local residents who held 21 meetings during the period in order to plan and 
develop their ideas. 
 

Toddler Playpark 
 
Residents from both Whitlawburn and Springhall access Whitlawburn Community Resource 
Centre and the playpark situated within the grounds.  It is very well maintained but from the 
visioning workshops it was identified that equipment could be more suited to the appropriate 
age, some equipment was deemed dangerous (the tunnel) and the ground was not 
appropriate for inclement weather as the park is used all year round.  Support was provided 
to a local working group by Whitlawburn Community Resouce Centre/West Whitlawburn 
Housing Associate and HnH.  The group make up is mainly mothers/grandparents/carers 
who meet as a toddler group.  As a result of the development of this project, parents who 
had not previously accessed the early year’s activity were encouraged to come along, input 
into the planning of the new playpark and ultimately access the services available.  Two 
mothers joined the group and linked in with peers which has resulted in decreasing their 
isolation, with their children now socialising with other children and all feeling more 
connected to their community. 

http://www.ourplacewhitlawburnandspringhall.com/our-place-radio-show
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Wider community consultation was undertaken by HnH staff and the group members, they 
met with contractors to begin the planning of a new and improved playpark.  The application 
is awaiting one revised quote and their application will be submitted to Big Lottery.  They are 
all very proud they will be submitting the first Our Place application and look forward to their 
vision to become a reality. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Seniors Project 
 

As part of the visioning process we undertook last year a number of residents expressed the 
wish to reinstate services/activities/projects directly relating to seniors.  A pilot senior coffee 
morning has been launched recently and community chest was accessed for start up costs.  
Other likeminded residents are now linked into the activity and in the near future we will be 
supporting the residents to host a number of large events in order to assist with consulting 
users.  This service will be user led and will meet the needs of the relevant community in 
order to reduce isolation, enhance community links and access services of partner 
organisations (benefits advice, energy/fuel poverty reduction etc).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I work all week but feel my day off is being very well spent helping to deliver this 
very worthwhile wee project and want to be involved as much as possible” 
Community Connector - Whitlawburn 
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Community Safety Project 
 

This group was formed to address general community safety issues, with a  particular focus 
on school traffic congestion and speeding.  Our support to the Community Safety Group has 
been ongoing and they are making steady progress in gathering the information they require 
to take developments forward.  They were held up by the summer closure of both schools 
and any contact with Head Teachers and Parent Councils although they continued to meet 
to discuss possible solutions to resolve issues.  Contact has now been made with Parent 
Councils and they have supplied the group with further information which supports their 
concerns.  Contact with schools is still being attempted.  The group are supported by local 
elected members who are working to assist and Police Scotland are aware of their 
developments. 
 
Their next steps are: 

 Meeting with South Lanarkshire Council (SLC) 
Roads Department to discuss positive solutions 

 Consulting with parents who walk to school to 
gather opinions 

 Requesting mobile safety cameras to record 
volume of traffic 

 
 

 
Springhall Shop Redevelopment 

 
This working group is in its very early stages with support from the local elected member.  
The complex structure of ownership/leasing/subletting requires investigation which is time 
consuming and the members of the community/elected members are looking to investigate 
where responsibility lies for the upkeep of the specified area.  It is hoped, in the long term, 
there will be cosmetic improvements will be made to ensure the area is made more 
welcoming to the community and the safety of consumers is improved. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Springhall Cage Redevelopment 

 
This is a large project and the community have great ambitions to complete an asset transfer 
and build a community complex with a possible separate income generating arm to their 
project.  They have met on a number of occasions to bring ideas to the table and undertaken 
4 inspirational/study visits in order to determine how they will develop the project and who 
they will need to work in partnership with.  The Springhall Community Resource Group have 
now been constituted and have a bank account as this will be the lead group who will apply  
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for the funding for this project.  The group have met with Anne Hopkins Simpson from South 
Lanarkshire Council who has great knowledge and experience and will work alongside HnH 
to support the group.  They have a timeline for moving forward to December which includes: 
 

 Draft a business plan  

 Amend the constitution in order to to reflect their priorities for the future 

 Meet with SLC Housing who own the land 

 Look to undertake feasibility planning have draft plans drawn up 

 Consult with the wider community.   
 
Overall there is steady progress for such an ambitious project. 
 

Whitlawburn Community Hub 
 

Whitlawburn Community Resource Centre has been a close partner and supporter of 
Healthy n Happy and their work Whitlawburn.  The services they deliver for the communities 
of Whitlawburn & Springhall featured heavily in the vision (eg financial inclusion services, IT 
services, recycling, youth services for all ages).  They have been working on a bid for Our 
Place funds over the last few months and as the support organisation we have been working 
with them to ensure they utilise the funding for maximum benefit to the community.  

 
Communities have more sustainable services and facilities that reflect their 

local priorities 

 
“We need more for older people in the area, so I’m more than happy to be involved 
and help out. It’s nice to bring people together who don’t normally have these sorts of 
things to look forward to.” 
- Local Resident 
 

 
Often it doesn’t take a lot of funds to kick start activities, groups and services that are 
designed and led by the community.  An example would be The Seniors Group, who have 
been able to apply for community chest monies to start up their ideas.  This group received 
enough money to sustain weekly activities which goes a long way towards getting up and 
running for a year.  They also have funds to engage with the relevant community members 
to consult on what services they would like to see delivered in the coming years and we will 
support the steering group to ensure the projects and activities reflect the needs of the 
communities. 

 
Community Chest 

 
£19,524.43 allocated to 21 local groups to deliver 39 initiatives 
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Community Chest spend this year has benefitted the community in a very positive way and 
has directly enabled community groups to develop and deliver services and activities that 
reflect local priorities.  39 applications in total were awarded and they will benefit each and 
every section of Whitlawburn & Springhall, from the very young to the very old.  Some 
examples of the impact can be seen below: 
 
 

A new group for men was being developed, supported by SLC but with no funding for start-
up costs.  Their support worker was informed of Community Chest and their application for 
£500 was awarded for venue hire, storage equipment, liability insurance and hospitality.  
Due to the award the group are now up and running and membership has been very 
encouraging.  They meet on a weekly basis and we continue to support the group whenever 
relevant.  Discussions are taking place on whether they may apply for a small amount of Our 
Place funding in the future to sustain the group in the longer term. 
 
“Thanks to Community Chest we were able to start out group quicker than necessary.  
It has been great to meet new people and learn new skills, I look forward to going to 
the group each week” 
 

 
 

A young father tragically lost his life earlier this year and left a widow and 2 small children.   
As a lifelong resident of the community, residents wanted to come together to celebrate his 
life while doing what they could to support his family.  They applied for some funds and were 
awarded £300 for venue hire, publicity and hospitality to host a fundraising memorial where 
the community came together and showed amazing spirit. 
 
“Today has been amazing and it just shows that although people don’t have a lot, the 
community spirit that has been shown today makes living here just so special” 
 
We can report that, apart from approximately £200, it has now all been awarded.  There may 
be a small underspend from groups who have not spent their requested amount, although 
we are confident that it will be a very small underspend, a few hundred pounds at most.  We 
amended the application form to include some conditions to the award (being supplied with 
asset stickers, supplying HnH with a beneficiary picture for promotional purposes, agreeing 
their resources will always remain a community asset).   
 
Please refer to Appendix 1 for the full list of community chest allocations 

 

People say their community is a better place to live 

 
“I have only been here for a short time and it has always been a nice place to live but I 
feel with the work going on and how the community are getting to access money to 
make it a better place it can only become better and better, I love living in an area 
where people get to choose how to spend money to improve services”  
- Local resident and Community Connector 
 

 In Year 2, 1,188 people celebrated together in 37 local community activities and 

events, increasing and improving their social networks and being able to celebrate 

where they live 
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This year has seen more and more people become involved in making Whitlawburn and 
Springhall a better place to live, they are coming forward with their ideas and have accessed 
Community Chest to ensure their ideas are brought to life and tested, ensuring the voices of 
the community are listened to. 
 
Residents who are involved in the various working groups are making developments happen 
which in turn is encouraging more residents to get involved.  The increase in numbers and 
also the progress of tangible plans and activities are ensuring word is being spread and the 
local people are beginning to see a positive future for their area which is being led by the 
community and for the community. 
 
People have commented that, while there is a long way to go, they are confident and hopeful 
that the community spirit has increased.  Overall local residents are taking a greater role in 
taking the leading on the Our Place projects and this has become far more visible to 
everyone, including partners/stakeholders.  So whilst there is much more to accomplish, 
Whitlawburn and Springhall are slowly but surely becoming better places to live. 

 
Stakeholder Engagement and Communication 

 
Our Partnership Forums are held on a bi monthly basis and are well attended, averaging 
18/20 attendees.  Paperwork is distributed a week in advance by email although they are 
available for perusal on the website immediately after each meeting.  There is a selection of 
partners attending from local elected members, partner organisations such as SLC, West 
Whitlawburn Housing Association, Citizen’s Advice Bureau, VASLan etc.  Community 
Connectors are invited as well as Community Chest beneficiaries to detail how they are 
involved and how Our Place has benefited their groups.  Connector attendance can be 
sporadic and this is something we hope to build on in year 3, we would like to see greater 
attendance from the community at the meetings. 
 
As an organisation we continue to be keen to work with partners and stakeholders on a 
regular basis, their support is vital to the success of Our Place and meetings were scheduled 
on their preferred days, time and place.    
 
Our website has been developed and we hope it is easy to navigate, informative and 
interesting to browse through.  We are always open to suggestions for better communication 
and is has been suggested that a regular email be distributed to partners between meetings 
with “breaking news”, new information and general updates.  This is something we are 
happy to develop and will implement this in the future. 
 
We have also piloted an e-bulletin to be distributed in between meetings which read very 
well when emailed to partners, quick updates on working groups, community chest, 
beneficiaries etc.  It will be decided how best to disseminate this information in Year 3, 
duplication with regular emails to partners or the e-bulletin or both. 
 
Facebook is also available to all, partners and stakeholders included and we have a number 
who follow us this way.  We endeavour to post a number of times a week with pictures, 
general updates, details of upcoming meetings etc. 
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Resources  

 
Our main resource still remains the team and their feet! 
 
Healthy n Happy’s Transforming Communities Team continue to spend the majority of their 
working week in our funded areas, engaging with residents, partners, groups and 
stakeholders. 
 
With the organisational restructure in May, we gained a new replacement and an additional 
member to the team.  Jane left us to pursue her teaching career and she was replaced with 
Sally, who was previously part of another HnH team.  Due to the restructure we increased 
our team size and Cheryl, previously working on youth specific capacity building, joined our 
team.  She was very keen to become involved in our community engagement work and in 
particular, Our Place.  She has immense experience with young people and we are 
engaging more and more with this age group in new ways, eg our Youth Activism Project is 
being delivered in Whitlawburn and being accessed by young people from both Whitlawburn 
and Springhall.   
 
As part of Sally’s previous role she engaged with a number of families throughout Camglen, 
many of whom were residents of Whitlawburn and Springhall, an added bonus for us.  She 
hit the ground running and on her first day she was able to connect with 3 residents who 
were familiar with her and had previously built up mutual trust, something we continue to 
value and is such an asset to our work. 
 
Our grassroots team of three work very well together, sharing the workload, utilising their 
many skills and using their experience to complement each other.  Kenny, Sally and Cheryl 
will continue to engage on a daily basis with residents, support the working groups and 
promote Our Place at every opportunity.  The success of the restructure is really showing 
itself in the successful growth and development of Our Place and we look forward to a very 
rewarding Year 3. 

 

  

Challenges, Solutions and Lessons Learned 
 
 

This year we have had little challenges that were not easily solved.  It was fed back that 
some stakeholders were unsure of the process of Our Place and were confused about 
funding, engagement, support etc.  Our staff met with relevant organisations and clarity was 
given with ongoing communication to ensure their understanding was achieved.  We can 
report their support is invaluable and they are fully on board and their contribution is 
invaluable to HnH and the success of Our Place. 
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Ensuring the community knew the criteria of the funding has also had its challenges.  
Communities being informed they are the decision makers for distributing such a large 
amount of money can be unsettling and some can naturally be suspicious.  We spent (and 
still spend) a lot of time talking to groups and individuals about the support available to them 
in terms of applying for funds and who is available to support them.  Residents and groups 
are now getting to the stage in the progress of Our Place that they can see how the funds 
will benefit their community and are keen to begin applying and investing. 
 

A new way of working for us 
 

HnH embraced the new way of working quickly and learnt as we went.  We strive to be 
flexible in our delivery and this has allowed us to work with the community at their pace with 
no pressure, which has been a welcoming way of working with constant support from our 
funding officers. 
 
Social media, in particular Twitter, allowed us to follow the aspirations of the expert (Cormac 
Russell) and as a team he has been a great support to us.  Our team have flourished over 
the last 2 years and have learned an immense amount in terms of delivery. 
 

Linking two communities 
 

Through “learning on the job” we realised it was actually much easier to link the two 
communities than we thought and in year 2 we worked hard to ensure residents from both 
communities were involved in whatever was relevant and a priority for them.  A prime 
example of this is the community safety issue around the schools.  The vast majority of 
young people in Whitlawburn attend these schools and those walking their children use the 
underpasses, the safest option, to then be subjected to a short but very dangerous walk.  So 
this issue, whilst in Springhall, was a massive priority for them.  One development we would 
like to see in Year 3 is a greater increase in Whitlawburn/Springhall residents becoming 
more involved in each other’s developments and working groups. 
 

Connectors 
 

Connectors still remain the most important factor in the success of Our Place, without them 
our jobs would be near impossible! We support them to ensure they are kept up to date with 
all the activities/services/projects being developed, ensure that they are aware of 
developments in all working groups and receive up to date information on Community Chest.  
Overall we generally communicate with them on a daily basis.  Their time is precious to us 
and we support their decisions to be involved in whatever way they are comfortable.  If 
someone wants to spend 1 hour a week being involved then that is a valuable hour for us, if 
a resident is spending 50 hours connecting in their community then those hours are valuable 
hours for us - all hours they commit are precious.   
 
The biggest lessons learned 
 

 Be ambitious 

 Get out and about and chat to people 

 Take your lead from the community, listen with two ears and talk with one mouth 

 Enjoy the experience! 
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Looking forward to Year 3 

 
The Transforming Communities Team look forward to seeing successful funding applications 
being awarded that will lead to physical and service improvements in the area.  We are 
proud to be a team who have supported the communities of Whitlawburn and Springhall 
through this process and it’s great to see the legacy the community are creating. 
 
We look forward to building on the last 2 years.  In terms of challenges we are working to 
support the working groups and residents to identify how much funding they would need in 
order to begin bringing their vision to life and ensuring the investment is equitably shared 
across all of the projects.  A key objective is to keep the momentum going and like all funded 
delivery – the devil is in the detail.  We are now moving into work which will become 
increasingly detailed and will require dedication and commitment from the connectors 
involved in planning and development.  Whilst this is the case for some projects, other 
initiatives will need little in terms of actual funding and instead the focus will continue to be 
on supporting people to come together across all spectrums (community, services and 
politics) in order to discuss, plan and resolve issues in the area.   
 
In order to achieve success across all the project a key focus for us will be to work with the 
residents to identify skills, existing assets and areas where they wish to further develop in 
order to maximise the potential of their contribution and also the project outcomes.  Working 
with partners who will be able to invest time and resources will be something we will also 
concentrate on this year.  At this point in time there are no changes or updates to our year 3 
delivery plan. 
 
We will continue to support both communities to ensure all they wish for themselves, their 
families and communities comes to life. 
 

 
Quote from Project Workers 

 
“Who gets to spend their working week being out and about, talking to so many people, 
visiting so many groups, helping them to get new groups up and running, sitting with the 

community enjoying the sunshine and being the person who lets groups know funding has 
been awarded? Me! I love every day” 

 
“Year 1 was hard but rewarding, year 2 was hard but more rewarding and year 3 is the year 

where we will get to tell groups they have been successful in getting investment into their 
community, watching the changes start happening and being there from start to finish, I 

cannot wait” 
 
Healthy n Happy 
Transforming Communities Team 
October 2016 
 
 
 
 
 


